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Abstract
We report on Tenjin  a webbased system supporting foreign language education It pro
vides an integrated environment enabling students to work on assignments and teachers to
view the students progress Tenjin automatically evaluates all assignments submitted by stu
dents at the upload time using a dynamic programming algorithm This has the benet of
letting teachers concentrate only on further handson additional verication We report our
classroom experiences using Tenjin in the year of  to 
  Introduction
Automatic feedback is important for language e learning systems in order to make the system
interactive for students and to decrease the teachers workload Recent trends in NLP are
corpus based performed by conducting statistical analysis on a large collection of text data
A bottleneck of this approach is the construction of corpus itself which can only be manually
constructed and maintained Additionally one issue of corpus construction is the lack of neg 
ative examples Usually people only publish correct writings and not incorrect ones This
problem is crucial for constructing automatic proofreading and assessment tools for writing
because negative examples are needed when looking for mistake patterns
E learning language courses oer a natural framework of collecting such corpora An online
exercise can collect dozens of answers with mistake patterns These can be mined automatically
and fed back into assessment tools As most students study language at universities a large
volumes of language data may be collected in a short term Note that the e learning methodology
is essential here as extraction of mistake patterns can be conducted only on digital data
In pursuit of this objective we built a web based e learning platform called Tenjin Tenjin
provides an interactive environment enabling students to work on assignments and teachers to
evaluate them Tenjin already includes some automatic assessment procedures that evaluate
assignments submitted by students When students upload their assignments their results are
compared with that of teachers using dynamic programming algorithm and the feedback is
immediately given to the students This not only enables the teacher to concentrate on further
hands on evaluation but also enhances students self learning This procedure is further to be
enhanced by the analysis performed on collection of students data For those exercise which are
dicult to be evaluated automatically tutors may give hands on verication which also form
a part of resulting corpus Another feature of Tenjin is that it supports multiple languages
including this evaluation feature All text is handled on the unicode basis and procedures inside
Tenjin are applicable to any language
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Figure   Overall design of Tenjin
There are many previous works ranging from commercial sites   to CALL systems
utilized at universities One key features of these previous works is the automatic feedback for
learners results Related to our work on evaluation on writings ETS 	
 provides the feedback
based on syntactic analysis discourse cues and topical analysis in English Compared with these
works our nal target is an integrated environment that assists education in multiple languages
In this paper we report on Tenjin system and our classroom experience using Tenjin
  Tenjin System
  Design
Tenjin is webbased system specially designed for language elearning tasks Tenjins architec
ture is shown in Figure   This architecture was adopted from EMMA system especially
designed for programming language courses which was successfully introduced by the author
in 
  Basically Tenjin is a CGI script written in Ruby running on Linux via Apache server
The CGI script runs as an interface for a database constructed using PostgreSQL The database
consists of questions student results grades teacher comments and private information about
each user
Tenjin can handle various kinds of text document formats such as Word PDF and also
multimedia les Links to other URL pages can be shown on the question page too With these
materials teachers construct assignments on pronunciation vocabulary grammar listening and
writing In contrast students answers are currently limited to typedin text no les can be
uploaded for the moment
Tenjin has two important features being interactive and applicable to any language The
interactive feature is realized especially by the function of automatic evaluation which will be
described in x	 Including this process Tenjin can handle any language Currently Tenjin
is used in 	 dierent languages detailed in x This feature is realized by all tasks inside
Tenjin including automatic evaluation being language independent and unicode base language
handling All actions made into Tenjin systems are transformed into Unicode Thus it enables
mixture of languages some courses use two languages the mother tong and the target language
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Figure   An automatically evaluated students result
  Examples on Use of Tenjin
  Students Pages
Tenjin displays the homework when a student logs in The student reaches his assignments by
clicking on classes and links For example one question would look like Figure   where he
sees features such as assignment category question link and forms that he has to ll in Here
students were asked to ll in several blank boxes in French translated from given Japanese The
student solves the problems by referring to other course texts When he completes solving the
assignment he submits the result by using GUI interface provided by Tenjin
Immediately after the automatic evaluation is displayed at is shown at the lower part of the
page Figure   This student has made mistakes in his rst and the third question Incorrect
results are crossed out suggesting some other words to be placed instead underbars indicate
there is something missing The student may look at this automatic evaluation and correct his
result and submit until he gets a 	perfect
 score when no mistakes are found
Students may solve questions as is described here while other questions are to be evaluated
manually For these questions the student will be able to see any further handson evaluation
the next time he logs in
  Teachers Page
Meanwhile the teacher uses Tenjin for three purposes preparing problems viewing results and
administrating classes and users On preparation of problems the teacher describes questions
and the format for the answer by using CGI forms For example the question shown in the
previous section can be created with a form shown in the left part of Figure  The teacher puts
features such as grouping method of evaluation level and makes the question and the format
The format for answering which is based on creation of llin boxes is created using  marks
that indicate holes and HTML  For example  sentence boxes seen in Figure   can be created
by using the format together with HTML tags
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Figure   Teachers questions construction pages
Figure  Teachers evaluation pages
 Bien que la   elle  faits  BR
	 Qu  ou   un seul point de vue   BR
  Elle  pour    BR
 Il  
a  a ete  BR
 Elle  
a  telles   BR
Other than ordinary text based questions the teacher may create questions on media The right
part of Figure   shows the dictation question in Korean where control panel is indicated When
the teacher uploads audio le the system automatically prepares these control panels according
to its le type The teacher may put the answers in these boxes which are utilized for automatic
evaluation
At another page teachers view results of all students through the table of students and
questions The leftmost gure of Figure  shows a table of students on the vertical axis and two
questions on the horizontal axis O and X marks indicate whether the question was solved by
the student or not By clicking either a student or a question the teacher will reach individual
pages where he may see a students progress more in detail For example the middle gure
of Figure  shows how a student made progress in a question in Chinese Looking from the
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bottom towards the top  the student improves gradually which can be seen by the decrease of
text chunk crossedout The rightmost gure shows the integral results of the whole language
class Teachers may make analysis by clicking on buttons at the rst row  that functions for
sorting students by that feature
When the teacher decides to manually evaluate a students result  Teachers are led to a page
where student results are shown On this same page  the teacher may make handson corrections
and evaluation The result is aligned with the students original result and the dierences of the
two are fed back to the user
   Other Functionalities
There are other functions attached to Tenjin as follows
  Bulletin board
  Publicizing good student results
  Sharing questions by teachers
  Archiving questions and answers
Bulletin board function for enhancing the communication in between the teacher and the student
The second feature is utilized for announcing good students results and for motivating students
to present better model results
The latter two features are used to decrease the teachers workload of question construction
Teachers of the same language may share all questions and reuse the others results All questions
can be archived and reused
  Automatic Writing Evaluation
 Types of Student Results
Currently on Tenjin  student results are limited to text and automatic evaluation is the procedure
of evaluation on text Students results in text can be varied according to the constraint put to
the content from exact match to free text This freedom can be classied into a Chomskylike
hierarchy
Level   Text free of a theme
Level  Text with an assigned theme
Level  Text which is linearly the same
Level  Text that can be veried by exact match
Readers might think of employing conventional language analysis methods based on CFG  pro
posed in NLP However  we have several requirements for the automatic evaluation process in
classrooms
  The evaluation precision should be very near to 	

 If not  students will be at a loss
whether the system evaluation is inappropriate or his submission is incorrect
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  The evaluation should be simple  so that students will understand how it is evaluated
Even if the system evaluation is slightly incorrect  the student should be able to judge
whether his writing is wrong  or the result of automatic evaluation is wrong
  The method should be applicable to any languages  because several languages are scheduled
to be taught on Tenjin  including nonsegmented languages
Our nal choice was to give up automatic evaluation of Level   but evaluate the rest
  Evaluation for Level 
Level  target at evaluation on expressions with variety of regular grammar  though current
implementation remains to be almost exact match with some word selection feature
Our evaluation is based on dynamic programming There are two inputs into the eval
uation function the teachers text and the students text These two are compared using
longest common subsequence LCS in the followings	 For example  two texts match as follows
Students result This is pens
Correct answer This is a pen
LCS matches for 
This is  and 
 From this result  the
system nds out that 
a and 
pen are missing and 
pens is unnecessary Resulting example
can be seen in the Figure  missing characters are displayed underlined  and unnecessary char
acters are crossed out LCS is performed at character level for nonsegmented languages  and at
word level for segmented languages The LCS is made faster by limiting the range of the search
eld Also  the evaluation function was devised so that the number of matched chunks will be
the minimum
Additionally  two more functions are supported in the automatic evaluation process so as
to add some exibility of the evaluation process Firstly  regular expression is allowed inside
the correct answer For example  a correct answer such as 
He  She said that the ower is
beautiful is provided by the teacher  meaning both 
He and 
She are allowed as subject
The number of matches are transformed into grading from  to   and is shown with the
detailed result as is shown in Figure 	 When an answer perfectly matches with the correct
answer  the system prints out 
Perfect
  Evaluation for Level  and 
For assignments of free writing style  the automatic evaluation is very limited even with current
NLP techniques As is explained in x  the requirement on elearning systems is that the
precision of the automatic evaluation should be very close to   According to our preliminary
evaluation process that utilize Japanese text segmentation process which had the precision of
around 	  students tended to stop using Tenjin  once having found out that they could not
judge whether the system evaluation is incorrect or their results are incorrect
Therefore  we chose semiautomatic evaluation as follows The teacher may give keywords
that should be found and utilized in students writings For instance  in the case of self
introduction  the teacher may provide 
live  hobby  job and students are required to utilize
these words on submission time The more detailed evaluation is currently left to teachers
manual work We are currently working on better evaluation of free texts using webbased
technologies as proposed in 
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Table   Course results for three dierent classes
language year  semester number of students course number of
students domain content assignments
French   winter  science General beginner 		
French  summer 
 literature Composition 
French   law General beginner 
	
English  winter  literature Listening 
	
French  winter 	 literature General advanced 
French  winter 	 literature General beginner 	
French  winter 
 literature General advanced 		
Chinese  winter 	 science Generalbeginner 
Chinese  winter 	 literature Generalbeginner 
Chinese  winter 	 medicine Generalbeginner 
Korean  winter  literature General advanced 	
Korean  winter  science General beginner 	
Korean  winter  science Presentation 	
   Manual Evaluation
Manual evaluation is performed when teacher wants to evaluate fully in detail In this case
teachers modify student results On submission the dierence in teachers modication and
students results are automatically calculated and fed back to the student Here again LCS
algorithm is used for alignment of the two results The aligned result will help students imme
diately locate the modication made on his writings
  Classroom experience
 Overview of  
We tested Tenjin by using it in classes over a year period shown in Table   All classes were
taught by tutors specialized in language teaching The level of classes ranges from introductory
to advanced One class is 	 mins long per week held for one semester 
half a year  	 to  
lessons Those classes of 		 winter semester are still ongoing classes
In every class questions related to the main topic of the class are assigned to students
as homework Basic questions consist of training of verb conjugations questions in grammar
translation and dictation of conversation whereas advanced questions consist of summarizing
newspaper articles or writing impressions about an URL site
Students solve these assignments outside of class Around  	  of the students did not own
computers at home and they had to do assignments on terminals at the university computer
center All other students worked on assignments at home
 Qualitative Evaluation of 
As classes of 		 are all still ongoing we present here the evaluations obtained for the French
class conducted in 		 The submission rate was high with class average of  if all students
are included and  excluding  students who subscribed but did not appear even once to
the class Thus many students submitted all of the assignments So far we cannot conclude
anything from this percentage as we have not compared the eect with other classes that did
not utilize Tenjin However looking at students answers for our questionnaire it seems that
the motivation of students was successfully maintained using Tenjin which resulted in this high
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Variation of questions  Multi media questions were fun
Automatic evaluation  The result is checked instantly
therefore assignments were worked out until perfec 
tion
Webbased  Results are uploadable anytime anywhere
Assignment management  Current status is easy to ver 
ify
Feedback  Detailed comments from teachers and assistants
were useful
User Interface  The system is easy to understand
Figure  Student comments on good features of Tenjin
submission rate At the same time we collected more than  thousand words from students
in this one class
We asked the students to freely comment on the Tenjin system	s good features and required
improvements The good features are summarized in Figure 
Most positive comments were on multi media assignments Even for grammar questions
students liked questions with audio 
les Questions with songs and interesting URL sites were
very much appreciated by students and it clearly raised the motivation to continue learning in
French Other positive comments included impressions on basic features of Tenjin such as it
being web based and its user interface
In contrast negative comments were on entry of alphabetic characters with accents This is
due to the fact that in the year of  the Tenjin prototype did not support direct entry using
French After solving this problem in March  the user interface has not become an issue
There were both positive and negative comments on automatic evaluation process Above
all there are  students multiplied by  questions which sums up to  assignment results
to be scored Therefore without any automatic evaluation process this intensive volume of
assignment were not possible Additionally most students were positive about the immediate
feedback Many tried to work on assignments as if they were doing video games targeting at
obtaining the Perfect from the Tenjin system
The negative impression appeared especially when Level  texts were automatically evalu 
ated At this level students expect their results to be read by the teacher Still we are now
seeking to integrate more sophisticated evaluation
Overall students felt positive about using Tenjin From the next winter semester the we
intend to involve Tenjin with classes of other languages as Spanish German Chinese and
Japanese in addition to current classes
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  Conclusion
We reported on Tenjin  a webbased system supporting foreign language education It provides
an integrated environment enabling students to work on assignments and teachers to evaluate
them Tenjin automatically evaluates all assignments submitted by students at upload time
using a dynamic programming algorithm and regular expressions
Through our classroom experiences using Tenjin in the year of  to   we found
that automatic evaluation is indispensable and students were positive about the current way of
evaluation  although the procedure is simple At the same time  we collected corpora of negative
examples together with the corrections through using Tenjin in the class
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